ACCUPLACER Test Score Requirements

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM
- CULINARY ARTS
  Reading 237
- HOTEL OPERATIONS
  Reading 237

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- COMPUTER NETWORKING
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 200
- PROGRAMMING/CYBERSECURITY
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 230

MANUFACTURING
- INDUSTRIAL MECHANIC
  Reading 229
  Required math scores will vary by company
- MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY
  Reading 229
  Required math scores will vary by company
- WELDING
  Reading 229

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
- BOOKKEEPING/PRE-ACCOUNTING
  Writing 237
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 230

CONTRACTUAL SERVICES
- HVAC
  Reading 229
- AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
  Writing 237
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 200

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
- SECURITY/PRE-LAW ENFORCEMENT
  Reading 237
  Writing 237

ENGINEERING DESIGN GRAPHICS
- CIVIL CAD (COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN) TECHNICIAN
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 200

HEALTH CARE
- MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT
  Writing 237
  Reading 237
- CNA TO PRE-NURSING
  Writing 237
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 230
- EMT
  Writing 237
  Reading 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 230

PLTW ENGINEERING ASSISTANT
- ENGINEERING PATHWAY
  Reading 237
  Writing 237
  QAS 255
  College-Level Algebra 200 AAF
- ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN PATHWAY
  Reading 237
  Writing 237
  Arithmetic 249
  QAS 200

Qualifying SAT/ACT scores may be submitted in lieu of ACCUPLACER in some cases. (SAT-530 Reading, 600 Math/ACT-19 English, 22 Math)

Students interested in HVAC, Industrial Mechanics, Machine Tool Technology or Automotive Technology may be required to take the Mechanical Aptitude Test at TTC’s Testing Center. For test appointments, call 843.574.6410.
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